TIFACS’S Prospectus
A Statement of Purpose and Intent

A prospectus is a printed document that advertises or describes a school, commercial
enterprise, forthcoming book, etc., in order to attract or inform clients, members, buyers, or
investors.

Last month IASOR (www.iasor.org) released a press release founding The Institute for
Advanced Consciousness Studies. What follows is TIFACS (www.tifacs.org) operational
statement of intent. While the first press release explained TIFACS research goals the following
is the announcement of the operative side of the endeavor. How the money is procured, from
who and by who, to whom the money flows and the derivatives of the research and the social
and political ramifications.
TIFACS is seeking 450 million dollars in funding for consciousness research as laid out in the
book The Matrix of Consciousness on pages 263-271. That plan is also available for free on
TIFACS web site. The process of getting this money is to ask the 2000 billionaires in the world
for 5 million dollars each. TIFACS needs 90 of them to contribute to reach 450 million. So
initially only 90 billionaires will be solicited as investors. They would be called founding
investors.
To achieve that we are asking our supporters who know a billionaire and can get them to
contribute 5 million to help. In exchange the supporter gets 2% of the contribution. TIFACS gets
2% of the contribution and 96% go directly to the institution. It is all tax deductible as every
organization here is a nonprofit.
The University portion of the donation goes directly to research on cognition as outlined in the
Matrix book. There are many universities already involved in the different aspects of this
science and those programs need to be enhanced and interdisciplinary studies done.
The universities entering into this arrangement and program will be a consortium of colleges
and Universities who already run or wish to run programs in consciousness studies.
This is more than just raising money it is an effort to change human cognition toward an arc of
human wellness. Before discarding this rather odd press release please due your due diligence,
it may be rewarding in ways that are beyond one individual’s reach. So specifically, in terms of
our request and the body of reasons contained the business proposal as laid out in chapters 1517 in the book The Matrix of Consciousness would ask the following of each of these
billionaires:
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TIFACS is asking you personally for a 5 million dollars pledge but we don’t want the money, we
want the interest, roughly, on the money for one year to create the first fellowships. TIFACS
also wants you to announce that pledge publicly. That money is distributed to both Radin and
Schwartz to begin the first fellowships, to start the early design and the first tranche will come
after the Universities and colleges that come into the consortium are assigned their portion of
the overall plan. Keep in mind that many like UVA and University of Miami have long standing
programs and what we are doing is interdisciplinary studies. See Jim Tuckers, (UVA) comments
on page 283 of the Matrix of Consciousness to understand that and what he needs to enhance
his program.
Each new five-million-dollar pledge and the subsequent interest in the first year is a new
fellowship. First year payment from the billionaire interest only on the money funding the
fellowship. At the end of the first year that fellowship continues at said institution and the
pledge money is due. The fellow of the fellowship will delineate and design the work to be done
in conjunction with the other fellows at other institutions. At the point the pledge is due the
billionaire can opt out and a new pledge from other would be sought of the pledge is activated
and a chair of consciousness science is founded at said institution in the investors name. That
investor would have a proprietary use entitlement to any discoveries generated from his largess
subject to the terms and conditions of TIFACS.
That fellowship with the help of Schwartz and Radin fill out the plan to execute and spend the
450 million that TIFACS wants. This is the beginning of the mapping process described in
chapter 14 of the Matrix book.
What initially is going to occur is an exploration and mapping mission. What it is most relatable
to historically is the Lewis and Clark expedition, the voyage of discovery. We knew this vast
territory was there but we knew nothing about it. It already had occupants. Meriwether Lewis
and William Clark had different skills as do Radin and Schwartz but both are mapping missions.
There are many similarities between the men and the missions. There was no ROI in planning
the Lewis and Clark mission but the riches it produced created 19 th century America. This
mission will have a similar effect for the 21st century and redefine humanity.
The purpose of the next book, The Applications of the Science of Reincarnation 1.0, is to write a
common constitution based on wellness that is both executable and deliverable.
Finally accepting this proposal will put you at the center of a global effort in primary
consciousness research, connecting human consciousness to AI and CRISPER and all the
intellectual property derivatives. This is not just about 450 million dollars; this is about
redefining human cognition. This 450 million dollars is not the end, it is the beginning.
So, what is this project really about? Simply we have mathematically proven a new
communication grid upon which we stand. It is like the discovery that radio waves could
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transmit sound. It opens a new form of communication for humanity that has transmission
information we can access and it includes us.
Currently the model of governance humanity has is similar to a bunch of warring tribes much
like 8th century Europe. Today we are comprised of 195 countries at varying levels of
development. The Applications of the Science of Reincarnation book is to write a standard
global constitution based on wellness and health and sell that idea to the 2000 billionaires of
the world. It makes them money. That global organization combined with the new form of
communication takes humanity off world in a generation. You can’t make money unless you
have organized your base and that includes homogenizing religion and bringing logic and fact to
our decisions and actions.
In terms of the sell of this the derivative profits are huge, both on the initial mapping side as
described above, and in its execution. Simply put this endeavor is to change human cognition
for the better and for profit. To do good and do well.
If you join, together we will positively affect the lives of 7.5 billion people and what I am asking
for is a few public kind words, a pledge so I can ask others to support this and pennies from you
in terms of your own wealth. The risk reward for you in this is huge.
So, like Lewis and Clark we are going to map this new open range, and cattlemen and settlers
will come after us. And by the looks of the math, apparently, we are them.
TIFACS would suggest for you personally to evaluate this information in the best way for you is
to read The Science of Reincarnation first. It explains the science and was published in 2012.
Then read the Matrix of Consciousness but skip chapters 1-8, the subtitle of the book is The
Mathematics of the Science of Reincarnation and it is a math proof which supports what you
read in the Science of Reincarnation book. Frankly the math gets dense once we get into
fractals and dimensional manifolds. You can always go back and read the first 8 chapters but
the gist of the whole thing is we have proven this, what are we going to do about it?
Chapter 9 begins the political and social ramification, the if then stuff. If this is true then Sharia
law must change as much as the scimitar changed into the IED. From chapter 9 we get to Davos
in chapter 12. This change can be made and managed by a collective effort of 2000 billionaires
and collectively this book asks in chapter 13 for them to evaluate enterprise risk management
in the macro as they would their own business. Chapter 14 defines how to reopen studies done
at Princeton and Stanford in the 1970’s-1990’s that were funded by the CIA, the DIA, the US
Navy and the FBI. The developments in non-local science since that time to now indicate we
have a new generation of intelligence gathering capabilities that can be enhanced by design
that is coming on board. That design change lays in our ability to manipulate genetics itself. This
research is the next generation and now you engage every military in the world through this
research effort.
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Chapter 15-17 is the moonshot business proposal itself. On the science side the structure is
organizing organically. The monetary derivatives of the IP created at this consortium given that
the planned first tranche is 450 million are currently incalculable and will exceed my lifetime.
But for the 35-year-old it will not.
That is how I want you to take your first pass through this material.
Here is a synopsis of this cognitive landscape I am describing simply put. Your consciousness will
survive your death. The dimensional manifold where this condition exists, we have now
accessed. The landscape observations can be found in the anomalies of science we describe,
children who remember prior lives, near Death Experiences and past life regression. Each
anomaly if examined using odds against chance calculation indicates that they are 100% certain
that this is our reality. In the past each was judged individually and this invalidated this result as
proof until a meta-analysis using each as a fractal of the aggregate information. This created a
mathematical lattice of fractals which we know to define our reality. Either look at a head of
broccoli to see this math at work or read Mandelbrot’s The Fractal Geometry of Nature. This is
an absolute mathematical proof that brings the anomalies into line with the rest of the
scientific meta paradigm and as an event follows the pattern Kuhn advanced in The Structure of
Scientific Revolutions.
The fact that a discernable fractal pattern has emerged is mathematical proof that this is our
reality hence the exploration/mapping mission which explains the need for multiple
interdisciplinary studies.
The protocols we will use are next generation from those developed at Stanford and Princeton
from the 1979’s-1990’s. And now genetics has advanced where we are looking at merging the
two. Currently all of this research is decentralized in its development.
On the experimental side Read pages 207-209 of the Matrix book to see Russell Targ taking 30
years to understand what he saw in his experiments at Stanford, that he was seeing into time.
Knowing how to view what we see will lead to a greater understanding of how to access this
cognitive space, which incidentally is already an inhabited space. This ability to intelligence
gather by looking both forward and back in time is only one of the derivatives.
Finally, Dean, who incidentally sat in the physics chair at Stanford, and I talked about how this
access could be genetically throttleable. I will let him speak about the work he has done on this.
What needs to be done is to infuse this research with resources to do interdisciplinary studies,
hence the university consortium.
In the past researchers who studied cognition were underfunded but the consensus of all
cognitive scientists that there is certainty in the model and they are banding together to create
this consortium. The bottom line is this is happening no matter what any of us do, and what we
want to do is go explore.
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An early draft on the Applications book will be available on the IASOR web site. For a
collaborative effort to involve 2000 billionaires there has to be common set of working
conditions in the 195 countries that will experience seismic change in life and economic
conditions due to climate change, technology advancement and religious and political
instability. Which of these countries would have the intellectual resources to write a
constitution based on wellness and monetary growth to promote global stability themselves, or
to provide common markets?
Return on investment. Why would 90 billionaires be willing to invest. First to be clear there is
no projected income from this endeavor nor is there a promise of any returns, ever. That said
these 90 billionaires would have first proprietary look at development of whatever this
consortium produced in terms of new technologies and new discoveries. They could not buy
access to the fruits of this venture and none of them are capable of producing a similar
opportunity. They will however have the chair of cognitive science at the University they are
donating to named after them.
Looking at this in a deeper way the research centers on wellness and cognition. This means
restructuring how humans interact, creating global markets and increasing global wealth for
everyone, including all billionaires, so let’s look at the threats we all face. Pandemics, war,
malevolent technology, malevolent regimes with intercontinental ballistic missiles, and
malevolent leaders.
Some billionaires will recognize the threat of aliens reaching earth or in a generation humanity
reaching them. This is not said idlily or for humor. How many of these 2000 billionaires already
think aliens are here on earth. I can think of one, his name is Vladimir Putin. While he may not
state this publicly reading Russian documents on the topic it is clear that Dmitry Medvedev has
been briefed on what they know.
The Pentagon would be another. The Pentagon has established a new task force to investigate
UFO’s. This is the result of Navy jets encountering unidentified areal phenomena, see the
attached article. (www.politico.com/news/2020/08/14/ufo-pentagon-task-froce-395683)
Frankly they need us and our research.
One of the goals of this endeavor to study consciousness in this way is to explore a new means
of non-local communication that has been proven, Psi. Through the use of the aforementioned
interdisciplinary studies we will create a grid or map of this dimensional manifold. To
understand the nature of this we can compare it to the development of the radio. At some
point we knew radio waves existed, their development changed humanity. It will be the same
with the frequency that Psi operates on, it will change humanity. But in proving Psi we have
found intelligent cognition there already.
And what will that intelligent cognition find in us? A primitive race broken into 195 countries of
wildly disproportionate health and wealth. That is the reason this project includes a standard
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constitution based on wellness whose articles can be exported one at a time to these 195
country constitutions until we have a global standard of care, for healthcare, law enforcement,
and so on. On standard constitution based on science and metrics. This would be the basis of
bringing health and wealth to the world.
Only then can Earth have a chance to go off planet. So, we are trying to establish new markets
and resources so all billionaires grow even more wealthy and the resources exist to protect
ourselves.
The alternative is to live in a pigsty of a planet and when we encounter alien cultures the
wealth of the billionaire class will be eradicated by any predatory alien species. Think it can’t
happen? Think again. Please help.
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